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"True prosperity isn't something you take from the world: it's something you share with the world."
-Cameron Johnson, You Call the Shots 

How did Miley Cyrus get her start as an entrepreneur? http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miley_Cyrus
What are some of the products that Raven Symone sells? http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raven-Symon%C3%A9
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	What was Vanessa and Angela Simmons motivation to sell Pastry’s? http://www.pastryshoescollection.com/2007/06/03/vanessa-and-angela-simmons-launched-pastry-shoes/
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	How do the Jonas Brothers market themselves to their audience? http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jonas_Brothers
Who is Mark Zuckerburg and how much is he worth? http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_Zuckerberg
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	How old is Kenya Jordana James and what is she the editor and founder of?http://www.womensleadershipexchange.com/index.php?pagename=resourceinfo&resourcekey=172
What company is Ephren Taylor the CEO of and what makes this accomplishment so important? http://www.mybrotha.com/ephren-taylor.asp
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	How much money was Ashley Qualls offered for her website, Whateverlife.com? 
       http://www.forbes.com/entrepreneurs/2008/02/09/teen-millionaires-startups-
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Explain how Bow Wow sells himself as a brand. (products that bear his name) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bow_Wow
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	Who is Cameron Johnson and what has he appeared on over the years? http://www.cameronjohnson.com/his_life.htm
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	Miley Cyrus got her start as an entrepreneur as the daughter of famous country star Billy Ray Cyrus, best known for his hit “Achy Brakey Heart”.  Her first acting role was in his television Doc. 

	Among many other things Raven Symone’ sells clothing and perfume. 


Vanessa and Angela Simmons, daughters of the famed Rev Run of Run DMC, decided to sell Pastry’s because they didn’t see any tennis shoes that were feminine enough for them.
	The Jonas Brothers market themselves to their audience through television and radio appearances. Because they acknowledge that their target audience is young girls, they do everything they can to make their music something that girls can enjoy. 
Mark Zuckerburg is the founder and CEO of Face book, a popular social networking site. He is worth over $30 million dollars!


	Kenya Jordana James is sixteen and she is the founder and CEO of Black Girl Magazine.


	Ephren Taylor is a self-made millionaire and the youngest African American CEO of any publicly traded company ever , City Capital Corporation; national spokesman for the   Millionaires in Training entrepreneurship program.  


	Ashley Qualls is the seventeen year old founder of Whateverlife.com, a website that offers my space layouts and tutorials for teens who want to learn to do their own graphic design. She received an offer to buy Whateverlife for 1.5 million from an anonymous buyer, but turned it down.


	Bow Wow has been able to sell himself as a brand through albums like Beware of the Dog, Doggy Bag and Unleashed. He has also appeared in commercials on BET such as the Wrap it Up, Twix; Chew its Campbell’s, and Verbs. 


	Cameron Johnson is a self-made millionaire who started his first business, Cheers and Tears, at the age of nine grew his business by selling stationary, and eventually stock that he was given as a teenager, constantly buying and selling items for a profit. He is now one of the most successful young entrepreneurs in the world and a best-selling author.  



